October youth deer hunt change of date

Whereas, hunter retention and recruitment are on the decline, it is important to give youth opportunities to see active deer and potentially harvest an antlered buck during a youth only gun deer season. Moving the youth gun hunt back to the last weekend in October would increase opportunities for youth during a gun deer season, as it is the during the deer rut where deer are more active throughout the day.
Be it Resolved, On April 12th, 2021 that the Conservation Congress at its annual meeting, would you support the Wisconsin Conservation Congress work with the DNR to return the annual youth gun-deer hunt to its original date of the last weekend in October?
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.